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**MATERIALS**

1 FQ each or ¼ yard each of 12 prints: Lotus Drop {Turquoise}, Meadow Blossoms {Blue}, Diamonds are Forever {Blue}, Fluttering Fields, Meadow Blossoms {White}, Hopping Along {Orange}, Snail Trail {Multi}, Lotus Drop {Orange}, Snail Trail {Gold}, Diamonds are Forever {Green}, Hopping Along {Navy}, Lily Pond.

1 yard White fabric for background, ½ yard Hopping Along {Navy} for binding (you will need approx. 178” of continuous binding), 1¾ yards Meadow Blossoms {White} for Backing.

**Cutting Directions**

 Cutting dimensions include ¼” seam allowances.

3- 8½” squares
From each: Lotus Drop {Turquoise} & Meadow Blossoms {Blue}

2- 8¼” squares
From each: Diamonds are Forever {Blue}, Fluttering Fields & Meadow Blossoms {White}

4- 6½” squares
From each: Hopping Along {Orange}, Snail Trail {Multi}, Lotus Drop {Orange}, Snail Trail {Gold}

8- 4½” squares
From each: Diamonds are Forever {Green}, Hopping Along {Navy}, Lily Pond

White background:
13 strips 2½” x WOF sub-cut into 208- 2½” squares

**Assembly Directions**

**Block Assembly**

1. Mark a diagonal line from corner to corner on the wrong side of all 2½” squares [fig 1].

2. Place a 2½” square, right sides together, on the corner of an 8½” square and stitch on the diagonal line [fig 2a]. Repeat, adding 2½” squares to the remaining 3 corners. Trim each corner, leaving a ¼” seam allowance [fig 2b]. Press toward the block center [fig 2c].

3. Repeat step 2 for all 8½”, 6½”, and 4½” squares [fig 3].

**Assembling the Quilt**

4. Sew the 8½” blocks in vertical rows referring to the QUILT DIAGRAM. Make 2 vertical rows. Press seams going in the same direction.

5. Repeat Step 4 with the 6½” and 4½” blocks.

6. Sew vertical rows referring to the QUILT DIAGRAM.

7. Layer the backing, batting and quilt top. Baste, quilt and bind.